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CHAPTER TEN

CAHI>. MUSLIM/MUDEJAR/MORISCO COMMUNITIES 
AND SPANISH-CHRISTIAN AUTHORITIES

Mikel de Epalza

This chapter explores an important reality of medieval society in the 
Iberian Peninsula: coexistence between Muslim subject communities 
and the dominant Christian society by means of pacts that regulated 
their mutual relationships. Islamic political thought regarding Muslim 
pacts with non-Muslims, as well as modern theological doctrine, will 
be considered in this discussion.1

Muslims and Christians were compelled to enter into pacts with 
one another in order to coexist. An understanding o f such pacts is 
essential for comprehending the dynamics of Muslim-Christian inter
action in Iberia during the six centuries during which sizable Muslim 
communities lived under Christian domination. The numerous pacts 
({uhudy sing. tahd) established between Muslims and Christians from 
the late twelfth century to the early seventeenth century in Iberia 
created a framework for mutual coexistence and structured the re
sponse of subject Muslim communities to the dominant Hispanic so
ciety. The survival of these Muslim communities, or afjamas de moros, 
in the Christian society was predicated on the establishment o f  these 
pacts. An understanding of the Islamic doctrine o f *ahd will help to 
explain how these agreements were understood by the subject Mus
lim communities and came to be implemented.2

The Mudejars sought to obtain from the Christian authorities the 
same rights as subject Christian communities had enjoyed under Is
lamic rule. If they surrendered without fighting (.sulhan), they expected 
to be granted security (<aman), with respect to person and property, 
guaranteed by a fundamental pact (€ahd), which both parties agreed to

1 Transcription from Arabic here conforms to the system explained above in the 
first paragraph of chapter three. Intra-textual references are to the Koran (Qur’an). 
Koranic passages have been translated by Paul E. Ghevedden.

2 See Mikel de Epalza, “Les Morisques, vus a partir des communautes mudejares 
precedents” in Les Morisques et leur temps, ed. Louis Cardaillac (Paris: 1983), pp. 29-41, 
esp. 38-40. See a wider view of this problem, in the central period of those medieval 
Islamic-Christian relations, in Powell, Muslims under Latin Rule 1100-1300 (cf. above, 
chap. 9, note 9).
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keep for the sake of mutual interest. This study will present an over
view of several Islamic realities—doctrinal realities in their koranic 
foundations and practical realities in their historical realizations 
pertaining to the Islamic notion of pact. Our central thesis is that the 
conception of 'ahd underlay, on the Muslim side, all of the agreements 
Mudejars reached with the Spanish Christian kingdoms of the Mid
dle Ages, as they entered into new relationships with these states as 
subject communities. The primacy o f cahd in Christian-Muslim rela
tions is underscored by the fact that the main Mudejar complaint 
against the Catholic kings who conquered Granada in 1492 and 
signed capitulations with Muslims was that they did not comply with 
pacts.3

The Meaning of Pact in Arabic

Arabic dictionaries, whether of the medieval or modern language, 
present an array of definitions for the word cahd and for the words 
derived from the triliteral root c-h-dy namely: “knowledge,” “acquaint
ance,” “fulfillment” (of a promise); “commission”; “commitment”; 
“responsibility”; “pledge”; “promise”; “oath”; “covenant,” “pact,” 
“treaty.”4 The word mtfahadah (pi. mvtahadai'), derived from '-h d, car
ries the meaning of “agreement,” “arrangement,” “accord”; “alli
ance,” “treaty,” and “pact.”5

Among the many meanings derived from the root c-h-d, the pri
mary one of “pact” is fundamental. A “pact” can be made between 
God and men or between individuals. In the latter case, relations 
between Muslim and non-Muslim communities can be governed by a 
pact. Such was the case in medieval Iberia when subject Muslim com
munities (Mudejars and Moriscos) entered into pacts with various 
Christian kingdoms of the peninsula.

This chapter will focus on five historical uses of words derived 
from the root l-h-d, with the aim of understanding the main linguistic 
and socio-religious dimensions of the pacts made by Mudejars and 
Moriscos:

3 See the recent study by Angel Galan Sanchez, Id s  mudejares del reino de Granada 
(Granada: 1991), esp. pp. 293-355.

4 For example Federico Corriente, Diccionario arabe-espanol, 2d edn. (Madrid:
1986), p. 540; Hans Wehr, A Dictionary of Modem Written Arabic, 4th edn. (Wiesbaden: 
1979), s.v. *~h-d\ and Albert de Biberstein Kazimirski, Dictionnaire arabe-Jranfais (Paris: 
1860), II, 393-396.

5 Wehr, Dictionary, s.v. f-h-d.
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1 The concept of 'ahd in the Koran.

2 Pacts made by Muslims with Christians in Spain. The peace 
treaty between cAbd al^Aziz b. Musa b. Nusayr and 
Theodemir (called Tudmir in Arabic) in Rajab 9 4 /April 713, in 
the Iberian East or Sharq al-Andalus, will receive special atten
tion as an example of such a pact.

3 Christian “pact-makers” (mu(ahidun) or Christian subject com
munities, in Islamic Spain.

4 Mu'ahadat, or treaties, between Muslim and non-Muslim states, 
exemplified by treaties between Spain and Muslim countries in 
the eighteenth century.

5 The dar al-cahdy or “the Realm of the Pact,” a designation given 
by some Muslim theologians—particular those belonging to the 
ShaficI school of law— to domains that were neither part o f “the 
Realm of Islam” (dar al-islam), regions under Muslim rule, nor 
part of “the Realm of War” (dar al-harb\ regions not under 
Islamic domination.

These five politico-religious realities, dilTerent but mutually comple
mentary, will be examined in order to provide some insight into the 
establishment of pacts and treaties between the Hispanic Christian 
kingdoms of the Middle Ages and Muslim subject communities 
(Mudejars and Moriscos).

The Concept o fc Ahd in the Koran

Three words derived from the Arabic triliteral root '-h-d appear forty- 
six times in thirty-five verses of the Koran: The verb €ahida,yachadu (six 
times), with the sense o f “settling an alliance,” “coming to an agree
ment,” “making a pact”; the verb 'ahada (eleven times) with the sense 
of “settling” (an alliance), “concluding, coming to (an agreement),” 
“contracting (a compromise or a pact),” “making a pact”; the noun 
1ahd (twenty-nine times), with the sense of “alliance,” “compromise,” 
“conclusion,” “contract,” “pact,” or “promise.”6

h See Hanna E. Kassis and Karl I. Kobbervig, Les concordancias del Cordn (Madrid:
1987), pp. 66-67. The various morphological forms of those three words are in 
Muhammad Fu’ad *Abd al-Baqf, al-Mu’jam al-mufahras li-alfaz al-Qur'an al-kanm 
(Cairo: 1378/1959), p. 492.
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The frequency and wide distribution with which these three words 
appear is significant. While words derived from c-h-d are not the most 
common words in the Koran, they have a certain importance and 
significance. They appear in contexts and with meanings that are 
different, but they all share a semantic core meaning related to the 
making of a formal agreement. We shall give priority here to pacts 
between Muslims and non-Muslims.

A pact can be exclusively religious, such as “pacts” with God, 
especially those made by pre-Islamic biblical figures or by pre-Islamic 
communities: Adam and his descendants (Koran 20:115; 36:60); 
Abraham and Ishmael (Koran 2:124-125); Moses and the Egyptians 
(Koran 7:102, 134; 28:86; 43:49); Jews (Koran 2:100, 183; 6:152); the 
men who receive revelation through the Holy Books (Koran 19:78, 
87) and men examined on doomsday for their fidelity to the pact. In 
this context, the word *ahd and its derivatives are equivalent to the 
Christian concept of “testament,” which is also expressed in Arabic 
by means of <ahd\ “Old Testament” (alJahd al-qadtni) and the “New 
Testament” (al-eahd al-jadid). This extremely important religious no- 
don of “pact” or Kahd between God and human communities, 
achieved through a mortal functioning as a divine envoy, underlies all 
koranic references to pacts made by the Prophet Muhammad with his 
contemporaries, especially with his opponents. The pacts which the 
Prophet contracted, in turn, functioned as exemplars and analogical 
antecedents for later Islamic pacts with non-Muslims.

A second kind of pact in the Koran is the application of the divine 
pact as made by non-Muslims with Muhammad. Such pacts establish 
a global “agreement” that defines the status of social groups, that of 
Muslims and that o f the rest o f the socio-religious communities in 
Medina, in Mecca, and in regions in the Iberian Peninsula. In this 
sense, the notion of *ahd is equivalent to “constitution” or “fundamen
tal pact.” It establishes a juridical order or system. Several texts on 
pacts with the Jewish communities of Medina or with Christians from 
Najran have been preserved by Muslim tradition.7

Although we cannot be sure that the wording o f these pacts is truly 
the Prophet’s, the conceptions reflected in them do represent the 
general opinion of Muslims about their relations with non-Muslims.8

7 Antoine Fattal, Le Statut legal des non-musulmans en pays d’I  slam (Beirut: 1958), pp. 
1-69.

8 See a “model" of the pact of “protection” or dhimmah in al-Shafi‘f, as transl. in 
Fattal, Statut legal des non-musulmans, pp. 77-81. The notions of *ahd (“pact”) and mithdq 
(“alliance”) are present in this text; these notions will appear in al-Andalus, in the 
treaty o f Tudmir.
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This “constitutional” sense, essential in an Islamic society, is obvi
ously very closely related to the concept of “pact” in the settlement of 
newly conquered territories (e.g., the treaty of Tudmir), in the Chris
tians’ status in Islamic society (the case of the mucdhidun> called by 
historians “Mozarabs” in al-Andalus), in treaties of peace and 
coomerce that set up permanent relations between Muslims and non- 
Muslim states (as in the case of Spain and Muslim countries in the 
eighteenth century), and finally in the Muslims’ status under Chris
tian rule (the case of Mudejars and Moriscos in Hispanic kingdoms).

Fidelity to pacts is a virtue recommended negatively—as is the 
case in many koranic precepts—with a condemnation for those who 
do not show fidelity to pacts. The consequences are the sowing of 
discord in the world (Koran 3:76), the suppression o f faith and trust 
between men, and the risk of losing eternal life (Koran 3:77), or 
danger of attracting war (Koran 8:56-57; 9:1-4). The positive aspect 
of the obligation to keep pacts is very well expressed among a set of 
practical obligations defining the good Muslim, sincere and God
fearing:

Piety does not consist of turning your faces to the East and to the West. 
True piety is embodied in one who believes in God, and the Last Day, 
and the angels, and the Scripture, and the prophets; and gives his wealth, 
however cherished, to kinsfolk and orphans, and to the needy, the way
farer, and to those who ask, and [gives it also] for the purpose of setting 
slaves free; and observes proper worship and pays the poor-tax. And 
those who keep their pact when they make one, and those who are pa
tient in misfortune and adversity and in time of stress. These are the ones 
who are sincere, the ones who are God-fearing (Koran 2:177).

The Koran: Limits of'Ahd for Political Needs

A general precept of fidelity to what has been agreed is clearly stated 
in several verses o f the Koran. This is particularly true of verses 
related to a clamorous breaking o f a pact, or a truce, by the Prophet 
Muhammad himself on the occasion of the Holy Day or pilgrimage 
to Mecca by various tribes. Muslims had just setded down in Medina, 
and pagans (imushrikun, “who associate other gods with God”) wanted 
to visit Mecca without fear o f attack by Muslims. In the verses of surah 
9 of the Koran, which are believed to have been revealed on this 
occasion, pagans are upbraided precisely because they have been 
unfaithful to pacts made with the Islamic community (Koran 9:1-13).

The surah begins with a denunciation of what had been agreed 
with the non-Muslims. The initial word bara’ah (“denunciation,”
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“disavowal,” “nullification”) can be translated as a “breaking of a 
non-aggression pact,” “exemption from a promise that had been 
made” or “end of a compromise”:

Nullification [of obligation] from God and His Messenger [is proclaimed] 
unto those pagans (al-mushrikun) with whom you have made mutual alli
ances (Koran 9:1).

The term mushrikun was an epithet referring to “associators” or poly
theists, but it was also applied to Hispanic Christians during the Mid
dle Ages. Here it refers to pagan Arabians who had deliberately bro
ken treaties contracted with Muslims.

A punishment is announced next, if the pagans continue in their 
unbelief and do not repent (Koran 9:2-3), but the text insists that the 
Muslims will keep their treaties with mushrikun who have lived up to 
their treaty obligations with Muslims.

Exempted [from the nullification] are those with whom you have entered 
into alliance and who have not subsequently failed to fulfill their obliga
tions towards you, nor have aided anyone against you. As for these, fulfill 
your covenant with them until the end of the term (Koran 9:4).

The surah continues with terrible threats against mushrikun, but pun
ishment will not be inflicted on those who embrace Islam.

But if they repent, perform the prayer, and pay the poor-tax, let them go 
their way (Koran 9:5).

What is more, protection must be given to those who ask for it, even 
if they are not Muslims.

If any of the pagans asks you for protection (jiwdr), grant him protection 
so that he may be able to hear the word of God, and then escort him to 
his destination where he can be safe (Koran 9:6).

The Koran expresses its doubts about mushrikun complying with what 
has been agreed, but keeps insisting that

So long as they are true to you, be true to them (Koran 9:7).

However, if enemies do not keep their pacts with Muslims— and this 
is the essential point of the surah—war will result. Such a war will be 
in self-defense as well as for the interests of God, of His Messenger, 
and of His Community.

If they break their oaths after having concluded a pact, and assail your 
religion, then fight the leaders of unbelief—for their oaths are nothing to 
them—in order that they may desist. Will you not fight a people who 
have broken their oaths, and have intended to drive out the Messenger, 
and have been the first to attack you? (Koran 9:12-13)
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Although these verses (and others) refer to specific events in 
Muhammad’s life, they also manifest the fundamental or emblematic 
Islamic attitude pertaining to the establishment o f pacts with non- 
Muslims. Fidelity to pacts was regarded as normal and traditional in 
Muslim relations with non-Muslims; the breaking of pacts by engag
ing in hostilities was seen as the result of disloyalty and treachery on 
the part of non-Muslims.9

According to all commentators and modern historians, the “nulli
fication” of pacts on the occasion of that pilgrimage of non-Muslims 
to Mecca marks the Prophet’s immersion in complex political activity 
involving treaties and military campaigns. As one of the last texts 
revealed to Muhammad, this passage is particularly symbolic and 
normative. It is impossible to comment comprehensively here on all 
koranic verses referring to €ahd as pact and to its related meanings. 
Similarly, our brief analysis precludes an examination of the treaties 
of the Prophet Muhammad.10

Pacts of Capitulation in Hispania: The Treaty of Tudmlr

As Islamic politico-religious power established itself in new regions 
during the conquest period, the ratification of pacts with subject com
munities became essential. Two fundamental realities dominated the 
issuance of pacts during this period of political conquest, so similar to 
Muhammad’s situation in the last years of his life in Medina:

1 The cahd was made in a situation of military superiority. The 
Muslims, as the dominant power, established the conditions 
that would regulate future relations between Muslims and non- 
Muslims within the framework of the now dominant Islamic 
society.

2 Muslims made the €ahd at the same time in a situation of demo
graphic inferiority in relation to the vast majority of non-Mus- 
lim inhabitants in the newly conquered regions.

9 See for example the double classic koranic comment by al-Mahal if and al- 
SuyutT, Tafsir al-Jalalayn, ed. Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Sawi al-Maliki, 2 vols. 
(Cairo: 1360/1941), U, 127-128.*

10 A good summary of the fluctuations in Muhammad’s policy and in that of his 
first successors, with regard to Jews and Christians, is Muhammad Hamidullah, Le
I'rophete de I'Islam, 2 vols. (Paris: 1959), and especially in Fattal, Statut legal des non- 
musulntamy pp. 1-69. Some of the more interesting treaties and letters of Muhammad 
preserved by Ibn Sa‘d have been presented in W. Montgomery Watt, Muhammad at 
Medina (Oxford: 1956), pp. 354-361.
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A certain balance of bargaining factors was represented in the pacts 
established during this period, resulting from Muslim politico-military 
superiority and the overwhelming demographic dominance of subject 
communities. This balance was not symmetrical, but it helped to 
establish settlements that satisfied mutual interests. This is reflected in 
the texts of the peace treaties concluded during the conquest period.

One of the most important peace accords that has survived from 
this period is the treaty of Tudmir made between cAbd al-cAzIz, the 
son of the Umayyad governor Musa ibn Nusayr, and Theodemir, a 
representative of local fortress-chiefs in southeastern Spain, an area 
encompassing the modem regions of Murcia, Alicante, and Valen
cia.11 The pact itself transferred political power from the Hispanic 
Visigoths to the Umayyads from Damascus. The generous terms of
fered to Theodemir reflect a certain balance of bargaining factors 
between the Muslims who possessed a dominant military position and 
the Christians who held a dominant demographic position. The text 
o f the treaty reads:

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate. This is a written 
agreement [kitdb] from ‘Abd al-cAz!z ibn Musa to Tudmfr, son of 
Ghandans, when he entered into a peace [sulh] that he [Tudmir] shall be 
under God’s pact and under His covenant, and [under] whatever He sent 
His prophets and His messengers to bring. He shall be under the protec
tion of God—may He be praised and glorified!—and under the protec
tion of Muhammad—may God bless him and grant him peace! No evil 
shall be done to him or to his followers of any kind. They [his followers] 
shall not be taken captive, nor shall they be separated from their wives 
and their children. They shall not be killed, their churches shall not be 
burned down, and they shall not be coerced in matters of religion. Their 
peace agreement [sulh] applies to seven cities—Orihuela [Oryulah], Mula 
[Mulah], Lorca [,Lurqah], (Guadi) Valentilla [Balantalah], Alicante [Laqant], 
Hcllin [fyyuh], and Elche [fish]—provided that he [Tudmir] not fail to 
observe the treaty pa&/); that what has been bound shall not be loosed; 
that he honor what we have imposed on him and obligated him to do; 
and that he not conceal information from us that he has acquired. It is 
also incumbent upon him and his followers to pay the annual tribute 
\jityah\. The tribute imposed upon every freeman is: one dinar, plus four 
bushels (iamda*; sing, mudy) of wheat, four of barley, four liquid measures 
(aqsdt; sing, qist) of vinegar, two of honey, and two of oil. Slaves each pay 
half that. Witnessed by ‘Uthman b. ‘Ubaydah al-Qurashi, Habib b. Abu

n The classic study is Enrique Llobregat Conesa, Teodomiro de Orioia, su viday su 
obra (Alicante: 1973), which collects the pact versions transmitted by Ibn al-Dala’f, by 
al-Himyarl, and by al-Dabbl. On the political scope of the pact see Rubiera/Epalza, 
Xativa musulmana, pp. 17-46, and Mikel de Epalza, “Descabdellament politic i militar 
dels musulmans a terres catalanes (segics VIII-XI),” Simposium international sobre els 
origens de Catalunya (segles VIH Xl) (Barcelona: 1991), 1, 49-79, esp. 55-59.
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‘Ubaydah al-Qurashi, Sa‘dan b. ‘Abd Allah al-Rabcf, Sulayman b. Qays
al-Tujlbl, Yahya b. Yacmur al-Sahml, Bishr b. Qays al-Lakliml, Ya'Ish b.
‘Abd Allah al-Azdl, and Abu ‘Asim al-Hudhall. Written in [the month of]
Rajah 94 (April 713).12

This agreement reflects the Islamic understanding o f pacts o f capitu
lation. It might be argued that some of the details do not actually 
correspond to the early eighth century. Some stipulations may have 
been added later, even as late as the eleventh century. The very 
authenticity of such a text may even be questioned.13 But one thing is 
certain—the text reflects the politico-religious conventions regarding 
pacts of capitulation.

These conventions were very much in evidence during the thir
teenth century when Muslim communities sought to make pacts with 
Spanish Christian kingdoms and these states were bringing the 
greater part o f Iberia under Christian domination. Although from the 
Muslim point of view these conquests had no political or religious 
legitimacy, the circumstances of establishing surrender treaties are 
analogous and can be summarized as follows:

1 Military superiority was enjoyed by the conqueror, demo
graphic superiority by the conquered.

2 Religious and patrimonial rights of those conquered were pre
served, though some payments are made to the conqueror.

3 A certain degree of loyalty was required of the conquered soci
ety with regard to military matters and alliances.

4 Failure to fulfill fiscal requirements or to refrain from belliger
ency may result in abrogation of the treaty and the rights guar
anteed therein.

The subject Muslim communities of the thirteenth century expected 
the same treatment that subject Christian communities had been ac
corded under Islamic domination. They wanted to conclude a volun
tary and peaceful agreement (sulh), when faced with superior military

12 Translated by Paul E. Chevedden from the version of the treaty recorded by 
Ahmad b. ‘Umar Ibn al-Dala*I (1003-1085) in Nusus *an al-Andalus min Kitdb tarsi1 al- 
aUibar, wa-tanw? al-athdr wa-al-bustan f i  ghara3ib al-bulddn wa-al-masalik ild jam? al- 
mamdtik, ed. ‘Abd al-'AzIz al-Ahwanl (Madrid: 1965), pp. 4-5. For other translations, 
and for two further translations by Chevedden from other Arabic versions, see below, 
Appendix: The Treaty of Tudmir.

Mikel de Epalza, “La caiguda de Valencia i altres caigudes d’al-Andalus,” pp. 
34-35.
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force, by surrendering without a fight. That is why the politician and 
historian Ibn al-Abbar of Valencia, who signed the surrender agree
ment by which his city was handed over to King James, stressed the 
fact that Muslim capitulations in the thirteenth century were made in 
a “voluntary and peaceful” way (sulhan) and not by force of arms 
(*anwatan). His remarks confirm the significant parallelism between 
Muslim pacts of capitulation and those o f Mudejar submission.

A pact of capitulation transformed a sovereign community into a 
subject community. Those submitting to the authority of the new 
ruler were accorded protected status (idhimmah), both in the case of 
conquered Christians in Iberia during the eighth century, and in the 
case of conquered Muslims in the peninsula during the thirteenth 
century. Subject communities under Islam were awarded “protec
tion” also through a grant of aman or “security” that the signatory of 
the pact was given when he asked for protection. The new subject 
became a musta’min, one who has received an aman. The koranic basis 
for the institution of aman is derived from surah 9:6. “If any of the 
pagans asks you for protection (jiwar), grant him protection so that he 
may be able to hear the word of God.” Muslims under Christian 
domination were also granted an aman or pledge of security (sec 
above, chapter nine). Societies that entered into subject status by 
pacts o f capitulation had some of their fundamental rights guaran
teed. But these societies found themselves in a “weakened,” “hum
bled,” or “subordinate” state (saghiruna, Koran 9:29) under Islamic 
domination, and were regarded under Christian domination, as 
Mudejars (from mudajjan: “domesticated”),14 “foreigners” or “weak 
[and] powerless.”15

Christian Pact-Makers (Mu'ahidun)

Mtfahid is the active participle of the verb *ahada, which appears in the 
Koran and means “to make a pact,” “to make an eahd.” Non-Muslims 
living in domains under Muslim rule [dhimmi or ahl al-dhimmah, “peo
ple enjoying protection and safety”) are sometimes called mu'ahidun 
(sing, mtfahid, “a person who has entered into a pact”). But the term 
mucahid was not applied to all individuals bound by a covenant or 
pact. In al-Andalus, the term muedhid came to designate subject Chris

14 See Kazimirski, Dictionnaire, I, 671-672. Dozy, Supplement aux dictionnaires arabes, I, 
425.

15 See also Leila Sabbagh, “La religion des moriscos entre deux fatwas,” Lts
Morisques et leur temps (Paris: 1983), pp. 43-56.
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tians under Muslim rule, whereas the term dhimmi was reserved for 
the Jews.10

The term mu'ahid, due to its general character, can be ambiguous. 
Arabic dictionaries generally define mtfahid as “pact-maker” or “ally.” 
In a religious context, the term refers to a “monotheist.” In al-Anda- 
lus it carried both meanings, within the framework of Islamic eahd 
discussed above.

Once a conquered society had accepted Muslim political domina
tion, an cahd was concluded with the subjugated community, thereby 
transforming members of this community into mvfahidun. They ob
tained an aman, or pledge of security, and were accorded protection
[dhimmah).

In the fourteenth century, Ibn al-Khatib used the term mvfahidun 
both to refer to eighth-century Christians in Granada who fell under 
Islamic domination and to Christians of the same region who were 
exiled to the Maghrib in the twelfth century. In the second chapter of 
his history of Granada, Ibn al-Khatrb recounts that “Muslims in
stalled themselves in that province” and describes what happened to 
“Christian pact-makers“ [al-nasara al-mueahidin): “Emir Abu al- 
Khattar installed Arab troops ... and distributed among them a third 
of the riches of the pact-makers [al-mtfahidxri).”xl Ibn al-Khatib uses 
the term al-mucahidun to refer to subject Christians under Muslim rule.

Ibn al-Khatib later describes how Alfonso I of Aragon in the early 
twelfth century broke his “pact with the Almoravid state” [€ala cahd al- 
dawlah al-mura bitty ah) and roused the community of Christian pact- 
makers in Granada to rebellion against the Muslims [al-mu(ahidah min 
al-nasara li-hadhihi al-kurah). Here, an international agreement (cahd) 
had been breached, and a community of “pact-makers” (mueahidah) 
under protection of a Muslim state had violated the terms of its sub
ject status. In the account of the expedition, Ibn al-Khatib identifies 
the subject Christians in Granada as a “community of pact-makers” 
(al-mucahidah bi-Ghamatah), but he does not use the term mu€ahid (pact- 
maker) to refer to Alfonso I or the term rmfahidah to refer to the 
subjects of this sovereign’s realms. Rather, he employs the term Rum 
(Christians) when referring to Alfonso’s realms and subjects. During 
the siege of Granada, “the group of pact-makers [al-mueahidun) 
brought him [Alfonso I] provision and supplies.” When Alfonso I 
returned to his lands, “Muslims clearly saw the treacherous behavior 
of their neighbors, the pact-makers” (malddat jiranihim al-mvfahvdxn).

16 See Fattal, Statut legal des non-musutmans, p. 73, based on fcvariste Levi-Proven^al.
17 See Ibn al-Khatrb, al-lhatah Jt akhbar Ghamatah (Cairo: 1955), p. 112, where the 

editor Muhammad ‘AM Allah ‘Inan offers a long note on the denominations of 
Christians in al-Andalus.
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Ibn Rushd went to see the Almoravid sovereign about the dual crisis 
presented by a sovereign power breaking its pact with a Muslim state 
and a subject community under Islamic domination violating the 
terms of its protected status. He responded by issuing a nullification 
o f  protection (khuruj min al-dhimmah), which resulted in their expulsion: 
“The Almoravid ruler ... modified the pact he had with them, and 
transferred them to the Maghrib ... in great numbers ... with Jews ... 
and only a few escaped from this pact.” 18

Ibn al-Khatlb’s text indicates that the concept of ‘ahd, or pact, 
formed the basis for relations between Muslims and non-Muslims in 
al-Andalus. Muslims maintained a pact with Christian mu'dhidun, or 
“pact-makers,” over the course of centuries. As subjects, the Christian 
pact-makers were forbidden to enter into alliances with enemies of a 
Muslim state. If the pact was violated by mu'ahidun, it could be an
nulled or radically modified. As punishment for violating the terms of 
their original pact, mtfahidun in the twelfth century were exiled to 
other Muslim lands, always keeping their status as derived from the 
eahd pact. The status of mu'ahidun was altogether different from the 
status of an independent Christian sovereign and his subjects. Ibn al- 
Khatib refers to Alfonso I and his subjects as Rum (Christians), never 
as mu'ahidun.

Another example of the permanent nature of the €ahd is found in 
the Balearic Islands. The Muslims who first arrived in the Balearics 
made a pact with the Christian population by which they would be 
ruled by their own local authorities. During the ninth century, Bal
earic Christians attacked some Muslims, thus breaking the €ahd. The 
government in Cordoba sent a punitive expedition against the mal
efactors. After defeating them, he granted them his “protection” 
again and renewed his “pact” with them (actahum dhimmatahu wa- 
jaddada lahum <ahdahu).{9 At the beginning of the tenth century, the 
Islamic government installed representatives direcdy in Majorca, but 
at least one Christian fortress resisted and had to be taken by force 
(‘anwatan); that is why sources no longer talk about an eahd with the 
remaining Christian population, who do not appear any more in the 
scarce Arab sources of that period.20

18 Ibid., pp. 112-120. I am thankful to Professor Maria Jesus Rubiera Mata for 
having mentioned so interesting a text to me.

19 Ibn Hayyan, al-Muqtabis f i  tctrikh al-Andalus, ed. Mahmud ‘All MakkT (Beirut: 
1973), pp. 2, 4.

20 See Mikel de Epalza, “Los cristianos en las Baleares musulmanas,” in Les ilUs
orientals d al-Andalus (Palma de Mallorca: 1987), pp. 133-143; and his “Mallorca bajo
la autoridad compartida de bizantinos y arabes (siglos VI11-IX),” in Homenaje a Juan 
Nodal (Athens: 1991), pp. 143-149.
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Muslim Peace Treaties with Spain: 18th Century

The Islamic concept of €ahd is evident in diplomatic relations between 
Muslim and non-Muslim states in the eighteenth century, though the 
balance of power between Islam and Christendom had clearly shifted 
by that time.

The eighteenth century provides ample testimony o f modern dip
lomatic relations and peace treaties between Muslim and non-Muslim 
states. This period, which preceded the colonial era o f forceful occu
pation of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, offers numer
ous examples of bilateral agreements between European and Islamic 
governments. The main powers in the Mediterranean at this time—  
Morocco, the Ottoman Empire and its dependencies, as well as the 
Maghribian regencies of Tripoli, Tunisia, and Algiers— had long ex
perience with complicated diplomatic pacts with European states, 
especially from the second half of the sixteenth century onwards. By 
the eighteenth century, this tradition was well established in every 
respect.21

During the eighteenth century, the kingdom of Spain had not yet 
established stable diplomatic relations with Muslim powers, due to 
religious ill will, though periodic truces or agreements had been 
reached. In the early eighteenth century, as the throne of Spain 
passed from the dynasty of the Habsburgs to that o f the French 
Bourbons, it seemed that Spain was going to follow the policy of  
France, which had stable diplomatic ties with Muslim states. In the 
context of the European balance of power, however, Spain left to 
France all initiatives concerning Muslims until the last quarter of the 
century. Only then, and above all thanks to the aggressive policy o f  
the prime minister, the Count of Floridablanca, would Spain make a 
determined effort to reach a lasting peace with Muslim states in the 
Mediterranean. This activity was reciprocated by the Muslim states.22

Peaceful relations were established by means of peace treaties or

21 An extensive bibliography is in Martiniano Pellegrino Roncaglia, Essai 
bibliographique de diplomalie islamique (arabe-persanne-oUomane) (Beirut: 1979).

22 See a recent general view in Mikel de Epalza, “Intereses arabes e intereses 
espanoles en las paces hispano-musulmanas del siglo XVIII,” Anales de historia 
contemporanea (Murcia), I (1982), 7-17; his “Interets espagnols et interets de la Turquie 
et de ses allies maghrebins dans la diplomatic hispano-musulmane du XVII Ieme 
siecle,” Studia islamica (Paris), LVII (1983), 147-161; his “Las relaciones hispano- 
magrebies en 1812, segun un informe contemporaneo,” Almenara (Madrid), IX 
(1976), 110-121; and his “Taqrir hawla al-'alaqat bayna Isbaniya wa-al-Maghrib 
sanata 1812,” Revue d’histoire maghrebine (Tunis), IV (1975), 91-96.
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mu'ahadat (sing, mu'ahadah),23 a word derived from koranic €ahd. The 
Hispano-Libyan treaty however, which has been preserved for us in 
Turkish and Spanish, is identified as an caqd sulh ve salah or “contract 
of peace and reconciliation,” not a mifahadah. This Turkish expres
sion ‘aqd sulh ve salah echoes koranic usage.24 The expression must be 
analyzed in order to reach a better understanding of international 
treaties between Muslim and non-Muslim governments during the 
eighteenth century.

In the diplomatic context, the word €ahd means “contract agree
ment,” “arrangement”; “legal act,” “legal transaction”; “document,” 
“deed”;25 or “pact,” “alliance,” “contract,” “convention,” “settle
ment.”26 It implies a compromise between both parties and the exist
ence of mutual interests (the Hispano-Libyan pact stipulates a 
number of mutual benefits attached to the commitments). The agree
ment is provisional in nature with no political dependence implied by 
the situation of €ahd on the part of the mifahidun. Obviously the pasha 
and king of Tripoli could not consider the king of Spain, with whom 
he was making the pact, as a subject mu'ahid.

On the contrary, the terms sulh and salah (from the same Arabic 
root s-l-h) remind us of the Islamo-Chrisdan politico-military relation
ship during the early Islamic period and of the settlement of Muslims 
in the Iberian peninsula. The word sulh appears in Muslim accounts 
of the Islamic conquest movements and refers to hostilities terminated 
by means of an agreement or treaty (sulhan), as opposed to those 
concluded by means of force (eanwatan). Although the king of Spain 
refused to bow to Islam’s political power, at least he acknowledged by 
the Hispano-Libyan treaty the existence of that power in the territory 
of Tripoli. The complement salah in the binomial sulh ve salah means 
“reconciliation” (between two political entities, in this case), or “good 
order,” “organization” (restored, if those entities were in an abnormal 
situation of conflict). It has a sense of going back to normal—that is to 
say, peace and not confrontation— between a Muslim and a non- 
Muslim state.

23 See the title of the Arabic translation of the study by Mikel de Epalza, “1J 
primer tratado de paz hispano-libio de 1784 (1198 hegira),” Hispania (Madrid), XUV 
(1984), 277-319; Mu'ahadat al-silm al-ula al-isbdniyah al-llbiyyah (Tripoli: 1980); and 
Revue d’histoire maghrebine (Tunis), XVII-XVIII (1980), 33-68.

24 See the preceding note, Tripoli translation in 1980, with photographic repro
duction of the text in both languages, articles 1, 2, and 38, and in the eschatocol ol 
the treaty, qualified here also as ‘aqd.

25 Wchr, Dictionary, s.v. r-h-d.
26 Kazimirski, Dictionnaire, II, 312.
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One can deduce from the Turkish and Arabic terminology, and 
from the political practice of Hispano-Islamic relations at the end of 
the eighteenth century, the general Islamic position. There exists a 
normal situation of peace and mutual benefit, and an abnormal situ
ation of war and conflict.27

The Dar al-‘Ahd

It is well known that Islam divides the world into two parts: the dar al- 
islam> or “Realm of Islam,” and the dar al-harb, or “Realm of War.” 
The term dar al-islam denotes territories ruled by Muslim political 
authority, while the term dar al-harb refers to territories ruled by those 
who reject Islam, or are enemies of Islam. This binary division is not 
found in the Koran, but Muslim tradition has attributed it to the 
Prophet Muhammad.

Some Muslim jurists, particularly those of the Shafi'f school o f law, 
admit the existence of a third category: the dar alJahd or dar al-sulh,28 
This category is applied to non-Muslim states that have entered into 
pacts with Muslim powers. These pacts require the acknowledgment 
of Muslim sovereignty and the payment of tribute.29 An example of 
this intermediate category is the agreement embodied in the treaty of 
Tudmir. New power relationships can alter Islam’s relationship with 
the dar alJahd, notwithstanding attempts to maintain the appearances 
of* subordination to Islamic power. The signing of a peace treaty in a 
Muslim country can symbolically be interpreted as a recognition of

27 For the positive consequences of those treaties, both in the case of Tripoli 
(bibliography above) as in that of Algeria, see Mikel .de Epalza, “Algunas 
nmsecucncias del tratado de paz hispano-argelino de 1786,” Homenaje a Guillermo 
(iuuslavino (Madrid: 1974), pp. 443-449; his “Notice d’un fonds de lettres oflicielles 
•ilgrriennes a Madrid (fin du XVII Ir siecle/dehut du XII!C siede de Phegire),” Archives 
nationales (Algiers), VI (1977), 67-69, 71-74 (article in Arabic and in French); and for 
Tunisia, Mikel de Epalza and Abdel-Hakim el-Gafsi, “Relations tuniso-espagnoles au 
XIX1' siecle: documents et synthese,” Les Cahiers de Tunisie, XXVI [1978], 101-102, 
183-216). The results were not so positive in the case of the treaty with Turkey; see 
the lxiok (in my view frivolous) by the Spanish diplomat Emilio Garrigues, Un desliz 
diplomatico: la paz hispano-turca (Madrid: 1962), complemented by his Segundo viaje a 
Turquia (Madrid, 1976).

2H Fattal, SUitut legal des non-musulmans, p. 71.
See the excellent study of contemporary Islamic politics by Mohammad-Rezi 

Djalili, Diplomalie islamique: strategy international* du khomegnisme (Geneva: 1979), wisely 
based on the work of Bernard Lewis. See also Maria Isabel Fierro, “I^a emigracion 
rn cl Islam: conceptos antiguos, nucvos problemas ” Awrdq, XII (1991), 11-41, where 
slu* mentions Sayyid Ahmad Khan’s opinion that Muslims in the Indian Republic 
find themselves in a state of dar al-aman, “land of security.”
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Islam’s superiority (as in the case of Hispano-Muslim treaties of the 
eighteenth century); and the presents exchanged during the signing 
ceremony can be construed as the mu'ahid's tribute to Muslim author
ity.30

The classic and modem conception of the dar alJahd as an inter
mediate stage between a dar al-islam and a dar al-harb demonstrates 
the importance of eahd as a versatile intellectual construct for cement
ing relations between Muslim and non-Muslim powers. It represents 
a transitory situation for an Islam destined to dominate the whole 
world; but this transitory condition can last as long as it is convenient 
for the interests of Islamic political power, while the political and 
military capability required to bring about the universal rule of Islam 
has yet to be achieved. Obviously this situation can apply to Muslim 
Mudejars under Christian rule in the Middle Ages.

Mudejar Surrender Treaties with Christian Rulers

Only two thirteenth-century bilingual pacts of Muslim surrenders 
have survived from medieval Iberia. Each of these has been carefully 
analyzed by Robert I. Burns and Paul E. Chevedden above.11

The Arabic text of the al-Azraq treaty contains some expressions 
which deserve analysis in the light of diplomatic relations between 
Muslim and non-Muslim governments. Although “internal evidence 
suggests that the Arabic text was mandated and executed by the 
prince’s chancery, not by al-Azraq’s,”32 it contains Arabic expressions 
that enable us to locate this diplomatic agreement within the frame
work of Islamic convention regarding pacts with non-Muslims. Burns 
has studied this “agreement” as “illustrating the transition of Muslim 
leaders from an Islamic polity into Mudejar ‘feudal’ status.”33

30 On various Muslim ways to hide tribute with presents, see Mike! de hpal/a, 
“Attitudes politiques de 'Funis dans le conflit entre Aragonais et Fran^ais c» Sicile 
autour de 1282” (see above, chap. 2, note 10), and his “El Gid y los musulmanrs: cl 
sistema de parias-pagas, la colaboracion de Aben Gal bon, cl titulo de Oid-I-eon, la 
posadita fortificada de Alcocer,” in El Cid en el Valle de Jalon (Zaragoza: 1991), pp. 
117-125.

31 Chapters 2 and 3 above, for al-Azraq’s treaty; and chapters 7 to 9 forjativa’s. I 
knew about the Jativa treaty through Agusti Ventura, to whom the text had been made* 
known by Jaume Riera, archivist at the Arxiu de la Corona d’Arago in Barcelona. But 
I have not studied it in detail, as the two American researchers have done here.

32 Bums and Chevedden, “Al-Azraq’s Treaty,” p. 5; see also p. 33. Cl. above, 
pp. 54 and 55.

33 Ibid., p. 6, and especially in Bums, Islam under the Crusaders, ch. 10, pp. 283-325,
and his Muslims, Christians, and Jews, pp. 257-261.
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As Burns has observed, the Arabic text “contains no mention of 
vassalage, fidelity, personal obligation, or even Islamic allegiance 
(ba/ah)y or obedience,”34 whereas the Castilian text insists on the 
Muslim “vassalage” toward the Christian prince.35 “Even where con
tent coincides with the Romance text, the Arabic presentation is 
more businesslike.”36

The “covenant” in Arabic is qualified as a zahir—“decree,” 
“edict,” “ordinance” in modern Arabic, particularly in Morocco,37 
but also in classical Arabic38 with the sense of “diploma,” “grant,” 
“title.”39 The expression amara bihi... DunAlfunsh . .. eala ... Abu \Abd 
Allah ibn Hudhayl (“Don Alfonso ... enjoined it ... upon ... Abu cAbd 
Allah ibn Hudhayl [al-Azraq].”) indicates that a bilateral agreement 
has taken the form of a unilateral decree. Bums and Chevedden 
indicate that the subtext of this “businesslike” charter is political ex
pediency and stratagem, full of innuendos and mistrust.

The al-Azraq treaty is more an armistice than a capitulation. The 
provisions o f the treaty concern the possession o f fortresses and the 
payment of revenues. These provisions hint at the temporary nature 
and precariousness of the agreement. The Jativa treaty is a true ca
pitulation, even though it was contracted on a qualified basis and the 
losing side maintained considerable powers of autonomy.

In their political relations with non-Muslims, Muslims were guided 
not only by incidental adaptations, but also by an underlying political 
doctrine that joined together ideal principles and concrete circum
stances. Knowledge of that doctrine in its Islamic expression allows us 
to penetrate the actions of Muslim minorities in Hispanic Christian 
society of the Middle Ages. The Islamic doctrine o f  €ahd (“pact”) and 
of “aman” (“security”) can be studied from various sources:

1 The text of the Koran and Muhammad’s political behavior.

2 Muslim doctrine concerning its minorities (ahl al-dhimmah).

3 The agreements of minority Muslims with Christian authorities 
in Spain.

H Burns and Chevedden, “Al-Azraq’s Treaty,” p. 9. Cf. above, p. 26.
J [ , - C ] ’ ’  w*t 1̂ ^ g l i s l 1 translation, pp. 19-20. Cf. above, pp. 25-27.

17 VVehr, Dictionary, s.v. z-h-r.
^ See Kazimirski, Dictionnaire, II, 393-3%.
W See Dozy, Supplement, II, 88.
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4 Pacts of Muslim authorities with modern non-Muslim states.

In Hispanic society around 1492, pacts and political understandings 
between Christian authorities and subject Muslim communities were 
possible due to the historical practice of pact-making and to mutual 
political interests in the aman expressed by a pact of cahd. At a deeper 
religious level, Christians had no capacity for dialog with the Mus
lims, because their central preoccupation was eternal salvation 
through converting the Muslims. This is a key for understanding the 
Islamic tragedy of Mudejars and Moriscos in Hispanic Christian soci
ety.
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